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Of mice and men is a novel written by John Steinbeck, published in the year 1937. The novel was
an instant hit and won many awards as well, this is why; mice and men essays are frequently
assigned to the students so that they can enhance their analytical and writing skills.

The unexpected, â€œof mice and men essay questionsâ€• in exams confuse the students and as a result
they are not able to effectively deal with them. This is why; we have decided to provide some
recommended mice and men essay questions to give you the idea on what kind of essay questions
should be expected.

Recommended mice and men essay questions:

1- Can you call Sim as a handicap in the play,â€• of mice and menâ€•. Give reasons for your either
answers.

2- Which character has the most tragic end in the novel? Give your answers in the light of
appropriate references taken from the novel.

3- Out of the four characters that are; candy, Crooks, George and Curley, which faced the least
disappointment in the novel, â€œof mice and menâ€•.

4- Describe the whole scenario of Lennieâ€™s death; can Curley and his wife be blamed responsible for
his death?

5- How would you describe the incident of Lennie crushing Curleyâ€™s hand?  What do you think, why
did this incident occurred?

6- What does Lennie meant by saying, â€œâ€œI like to pet nice things with my fingers, soft thingsâ€•. Also
describe what soft things from Lennieâ€™s point of view are?

7- There are three areas where Curleyâ€™s wife appeared in the novel, describe the three scenes in
detail also tell which provided a detailed description of Curleyâ€™s wife.

8- What was the name of the farm which George and Lennie wished to buy? Also explain how
Candy and Crook supported them to buy that farm?

9- Jhon Steinback has effectively used the element of insecurity in the novel, explain where and
when in the novel it has been portrayed by giving reference to the context.

10- Of mice and men is a story of complex and changing relationships, explain these constantly
changing relationships by giving different examples from the novel.

11-  Every character has negative and positive shades, what do you think, which character has
been totally portrayed as a negative character in the play.

12-  Which character faced limitless struggle in the play,â€• Of mice and menâ€•, give your answer with
proper arguments and referencing.

There are many other mice and men essay questions that can be easily developed but the
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preceding ones are most commonly seen in essay exams. Read the above twelve mice and men
essay questions and try to come up with men essay. This will help you practice before the actual
essay exams; moreover, it will also give you a glimpse of mice and men essay question that you
can expect in the upcoming exams. It is advisable that you donâ€™t just rely on the above told
questions, rather try to read the book as well to understand the concept.
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